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is distributed as X, if and only if F(x) is stable with exponent IY, CY E (0, 1) u ( 1,2] 
and Cauchy for cy = I. ( I/n)““S,, is distributed as X, if and only if F(x) is semistable. 
F ::mples of semistable laws which are not stable are given. 
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The Skorohod extension theorem states that if a sequence of probability measures 
! I PfJ t t: on a separable complete metric space converges weakly to p. then there exists 
a sequence of random variables (X,,},; on some probability space (0, S, P) such 
that PX ,, ’ := pL,, n = 0, I, . , , and P! X,, + X,,) = 1. We obtain several extensions by 
strengthening the hypothesis above (p,, Lp,,) to sup&~,, (A) - p,,( A)1 -+ 0 and asking 
for the appropriate strengthened conclusion. We also obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions on p,, to yield the conclusion P(X,, = X,, for all 3uficientiy large 17 ) = 1. 
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The purpose of this note is to suggest some methods of drawing random samples 
from :I stable distribution with characteristic exponent cy. Special cases such ~1s 
It -J ? “, where 19 is ain integer are also considered. These methods are based on 
some rcpwsentation theorems for stable random twiahles. 
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